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How to evaluate, measure and compare the 

global research output
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Agenda

• Research Performance Evaluation has changed

• Research Today’s Landscape:

• Big Data

• Semantic Technology

• Basket of Metrics

• Closer look on Brazil

• Powerful Analytics

• Summary
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In the age of optimism…

“The returns [of Science] are so large that 

it is hardly necessary to justify or evaluate the investment”
National Science Foundation, USA, “Basic Research: A National Resource”, 1957
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“There is need to show that policymaking 

is evidence-based and, in the current 

economic climate, to demonstrate 

accountability for investment of public 

funds in research.” 
Review of 14 Research performance Assessment systems 

(including the ERA 2012 and UK REF)

Commissioned by the Association of American Medical Colleges

http://www.rand.org/pubs/monographs/MG1217.html

Now

http://www.rand.org/pubs/monographs/MG1217.html
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Research Performance Evaluation: a Necessity
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A Unique Vantage Point on the Global World of Research

• Founded 130+ years ago

• Serving 30 million+ scientists, students, health and information 

professionals in 180+ countries

• 2,500 E-journals, 2,000 E-books published each year, dozens 

of research-oriented databases 

• RELX (Reed Elsevier), the largest digital company in Europe

Elsevier – From publisher to solution provider Each year

• 1.3 million manuscripts submitted to 2,500+ Elsevier journals

• 350,000+ articles published

• 900 million digital article downloads delivered

• 22,000+ journals from 5000+ publishers, >2 million articles 

per year tracked by Scopus (>69M articles in total)

• Terabytes of data in the Elsevier Research Intelligence suite

• Interactions with every university and government 
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Global University Rankings
• Times Higher World University Rankings

• QS rankings

• US News rankings (Arab Region)

• China University Rankings

Initiatives and reports (selection)
• UK Royal Society

• Science Europe

• European Commission, FENS, HBP, Kavli 

Foundation, RIKEN BSI

• World Bank

• EuroStemCell, Kyoto University

• Snowball Metrics 

National research assessment & 

benchmarking reports
• UK REF, UK BIS reports

• NSF (NCSES)

• FCT (Portugal)

• VQR (Italy)

September 12, 2011

Assisting policy and decision makers around the globe
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Research Today’s Landscape
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Elsevier 3 pillars to support the Research Community

Technologies

Metrics Big Data
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The Big Data we bring to the table

64M

13M

800M/Y

80K

11M

1M/Y

50M/Y

FTA downloads

FTA click-through

3M

Patent data 

(>89M)
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Ruffin, Mack T

Using advanced semantic 
technologies and natural language 
processing, we can generate a 
researcher’s unique Fingerprint by 
aggregating the Fingerprints of each 
of their publication abstracts

Semantic and NLP Technology--Elsevier Fingerprint 

Engine
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ELSEVIER
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Basket of Metrics Approach:

When used correctly, research metrics  together  with qualitative input give a balanced, multi-

dimensional view for decision-making 

Two Golden Rules for using research metrics

Always use both qualitative 

and quantitative input into 

your decisions

Always use more than one 

research metric as the 

quantitative input
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Example: importance of using multiple metrics from the basket - compensate for 

weaknesses

14

Field-Weighted Citation 

Impact

= 2.53

 Compensates for differences in 

field, type and age

 Meaningful benchmark is “built in” 

– 1 is average for a subject area

× People may not like small numbers

× Complicated; difficult to validate

× No idea of magnitude: how many 

citations does it represent?

Citations per Publication

= 27.8
with

 Large number

 Simple, easy to validate

 Communicates magnitude of 

activity

× Affected by differences in field, 

type and age

× Meaningless without additional 

benchmarking
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A

CiteScore Launched : a simple metric for all Scopus journals – Free.

B

CiteScore Impact Factor

A = citations to 3 years of 

documents

A = citations to 2 or 5 years of 

documents

B = all documents indexed in 

Scopus, same as A

B = only citable items (articles 

and reviews), different from A

Note: at launch, all titles in the May 2016 title list, and with some documents indexed in 2016, will have CiteScore metrics

Cite Score 2015 value 

B

=

A
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Beyond citations: Downloads and Views

For all research fields, a field-weighted 

citation, download or readership impact of 

1.0 equals the world average in that 

particular research field

source: “International Comparative Performance of the UK Research Base ” by BEIS and Elsevier, in press 

Field-weighted citation impact (FWCI), 

Field-weighted download impact (FWDI), 

Field-weighted readership impact (FWRI) 

across ten research fields in 2014.
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Beyond citations: Social Impact with PlumX Metrics

Researchers have moved 

online

Social metrics provide a window into what is 

happening to the research and how the world is 

interacting with it

PlumX considers research output anything that the 

customer’s consider research output
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Topics of Prominence - A Planning Solution

Prominence is Elsevier’s latest new indicator 
It shows the current momentum of a topic by looking at citations, views 
and CiteScore values.

Topics with high prominence tend to attract more 
funding on average

We have evidence that  researchers in prominent topics receive more 
funding (per researcher) than their peers in other topics.

Help improve grant applications
We can truly help researchers to increase their grant success rate by 
focusing on high prominence topics.

Topics resonate with researchers
Researchers recognize them intuitively and agree with the level of 
granularity.
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Focus on Brazil 
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R&D Forecast 

• The world as a whole spent over 

$1.98T in R&D in 2016

• In 2016 South Korea 4.0% of its 

GDP, on R&D. It now spends more 

than any EU country except 

Germany, with a much smaller 

population

• India’s investments in R&D were 

the sixth-highest globally. Three 

years ago they were the tenth-

highest spender.

• Brazil R&D spending in 2016 was 

up 1.2% and remains constant due 

to economy
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2015 Global R&D Expenditures

21http://www.rdmag.com/articles/2016/03/2016-global-r-d-funding-forecast-predicts-continued-moderate-growth

Brazil

• The world as a whole spent over 

$1.98T in R&D in 2016

• In 2016 South Korea 4.0% of its 

GDP, on R&D. It now spends more 

than any EU country except 

Germany, with a much smaller 

population

• India’s investments in R&D were 

the sixth-highest globally. Three 

years ago they were the tenth-

highest spender.

• Brazil R&D spending in 2016 was 

up 1.2% and remains constant due 

to economy

http://www.rdmag.com/articles/2016/03/2016-global-r-d-funding-forecast-predicts-continued-moderate-growth
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On National level: Brazil Performance (2012 - 2017)
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Benchmarking Brazilian Productivity and Impact vs. Closest Peers
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Top Collaborating Countries for Brazil 
by Total Number of Publications (2012-2017>)

24
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International Collaborations: Brazil and the World
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What drives your collaboration strategy ?
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Brazil—Topics of Prominence—Top 5%

This shows how prominence provides a different

and innovative perspective, that of the visibility

and emergence of a topic.

This is the most ‘popular’ topic in Brazil with the

highest number of publications. However, 

although its relativelly high prominence (90%), the

impact (FWCI) achieved by its publication, the

majority being Brazilian, is very low.
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Brazil—Topics of Prominence—Top 5%

Although being one of the most prominent topic, 

with very high impact, Brazil has a very tiny share, 

with only 10 publications . Maybe this is the topic

to invest more.
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Brazil—Top topic revealed Semantically
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Powerful Analytics
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International Collaborations: Brazil’s Brain Circulation Map

Are you making 

the right use of 

your mobility and 

Network ?
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Gender in the Global Research Landscape: The Brazilian Evolution
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Question: How  are Amsterdam and peer cities connected to major life sciences 

and other firms? 
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Summary

• Research performance evaluation is becoming increasingly important and 

complex by incorporating multiple perspectives 

• Quantitative vs. qualitative measurements

• Scientific, social, economic dimensions

• Evaluation is very important to all research stakeholders (national, 

institutional, teams and individuals)

• New technologies and tools are allowing a more qualitative approach to 

evaluation and a better understanding about how research fits into the 

nations ambitions and needs

• By identifying opportunities for collaborations, especially with companies 

more recently, the research community is achieving new levels of 

effectiveness and contribution to economic growth and society
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www.elsevier.com/research-intelligence

Obrigado!


